









SCHOOL ADMISSIONS CODE OF PRACTICE 










AN INTRODUCTION FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE 


Parents naturally want the best for their children.  We are committed to raising standards in our schools and to offering a diverse, high quality education, based on the needs of the child.  We know that our framework for admissions, introduced in the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, is generally working well and that the vast majority of parents gain a place for their child at a school for which they have expressed a preference. It will not always be possible for every parent to get a place at their preferred school, but we want this for as many parents as possible. So we are making it easier for popular schools to expand. We are working in many ways to improve standards and attainment, so that every parent’s local school will be a good school. We are encouraging secondary schools to work together so that the best help the rest, and pupils have access to a wider range of subject teaching and facilities. 

This Admissions Code of Practice is about making the admissions system more open and fair and the admissions process work better. We evaluated the admissions system through research into parents’ experiences and we took account of the views of local education authorities, schools and many other interested parties. In order to improve the admissions framework for the benefit of parents and children, we introduced a number of important changes in the Education Act 2002. This Code of Practice takes account of those changes, and of associated regulations. 

The 2002 Act made Admission Forums mandatory, to promote local discussion between all those with an interest in admissions. Forums will have an important advisory role. They will consider how well admission arrangements serve the interests of local parents and children, including vulnerable and challenging children and children whose parents move to the area and apply after the normal allocation of places. They will aim to reach local consensus on how best to meet the needs of all those seeking a place in their area, so that all pupils have a fair opportunity to realise their potential. They will consider proposed co-ordinated admissions schemes and draft admissions literature for parents. This Code gives guidance on the constitution and the role of Admission Forums.

We want to make the admissions process easier for parents and children by enabling parents in an area to express all their school preferences at once on one form, by reducing multiple offers of places for some children while others have no offer at all, and by specifying (for secondary admissions) a national day – 1 March – on which all offers should be made.  We know that the costs in LEA time of trying to help families whose children have no place can be very high, and that the experience is very distressing for parents and children. Co-ordinated admission arrangements are designed to improve the admissions experience for parents and reduce burdens on school admission authorities. LEAs will be obliged to have co-ordinated schemes for 2005 intakes but where LEAs have the capacity and have agreement from local schools, we would encourage them to be introduced from 2004. Slightly different co-ordination requirements will apply to primary intakes from September 2005 onwards. But co-ordination in no way affects the right of individual admission authorities to determine their own admission arrangements and decide which applicants most closely meet their criteria, if they do not have space for all.  We want co-ordinated admission schemes to be developed through consultation and discussion, with all school admission authorities in an area working in partnership with the LEA to agree a scheme; and we want as many areas as possible to agree secondary schemes for 2004 intakes. This Code gives guidance on formulating, consulting on and adopting a co-ordinated admission scheme and offers a model scheme and timetable which admission authorities may find helpful.


We took the opportunity in the 2002 Act to clarify the law on parental preference, so that it is clear that admission authorities must consider any preference expressed by a parent and comply with that preference unless certain reliefs apply.  We have also strengthened and widened rights to be consulted on, and object to the Adjudicator about, admission arrangements. And we have made clear that parents whose children are not successful in gaining a sixth form place at the school they attend now have the same right of appeal as those applying for a place from outside the school.

The Education Act 2002 removed the need for schools to define their capacity by means of  ‘standard numbers’ which could only be changed by publishing statutory proposals -  instead, admission authorities will rely on a published admission number determined following local consultation. This number should relate, though, to the assessed capacity of the school and to sensible organisation of children and classes within the school. The right which parents had to object to statutory proposals for a variation in standard number is reflected in the new provisions; parents will be able to object to the Adjudicator about a proposed admission number which is lower than one indicated by the school’s assessed capacity. The Code explains the new requirements.
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1.1	Section 84 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 (referred to in this Code as the 1998 Act) requires the Secretary of State to issue a Code of Practice containing such practical guidance as he thinks appropriate, in respect of the discharge of admission functions by local education authorities (LEAs), the governing bodies of maintained schools, admission appeal panels and the Schools Adjudicator. The Code may include guidelines setting out aims, objectives and other matters; and each of the bodies just mentioned must have regard to its provisions. Academies are also required by their funding agreements to have regard to the Code. These are mixed ability schools, established with sponsors under section 482 of the Education Act 1996 (as substituted by section 65 of the Education Act 2002). The funding agreement between an Academy company and the Secretary of State will require the Academy's admissions policy and arrangements to be consistent with admissions law and the Code of Practice.
1.2	The 1998 Act allows the Secretary of State to make separate provision by means of separate Codes of Practice in relation to different admission functions. Accordingly, the Secretary of State also issues a separate Code of Practice on School Admission Appeals. This Code covers all other admission functions. It should, however, be read in conjunction with other legislation and guidance that impinges on admissions, such as equal opportunities and statutory proposals (e.g. increases in admission numbers which require statutory proposals). 
 
1.3	This Code covers school admission arrangements in England only. It comes into force on 1 January 2003, but applies to arrangements that lead to primary and secondary intakes from September 2004 onwards. This Code replaces the earlier version of the Code, in place from April 1999, and all other guidance on school admissions.






AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF ADMISSIONS POLICIES AND PRACTICE

2.1	In accordance with section 84(2) of the 1998 Act the Code may include guidelines setting out aims, objectives and other matters in relation to the discharge of  admissions functions by LEAs and the governing bodies of maintained schools. The following two paragraphs set out guidelines on key aims and objectives. 

2.2	School admission arrangements should work for the benefit of all parents and children in an area. The arrangements should be as simple as possible for parents to use, and help them to take the best decisions about the preferred school for their children. 

2.3	In drawing up admission arrangements, admission authorities should aim to ensure that: 
	the arrangements enable parents' preferences for the schools of their choice to be met to the maximum extent possible; 
	admission criteria are clear, fair and objective, for the benefit of all children, including those with special educational needs, disabilities or in public care; 
	local admission arrangements contribute to improving standards for all pupils; 
	local admission authorities consult each other and co-ordinate their arrangements, including over the rapid re-integration wherever sensible of children who have been excluded from other schools; 
	parents have easy access to helpful admissions information; 
	local admission arrangements achieve full compliance with all relevant legislation and guidance - including on infant class sizes and on equal opportunities - and take full account of the guidance in this Code. 





BETTER LOCAL ADMISSION ARRANGEMENTS

3.1	This Chapter sets out guidelines on admission arrangements - what they include and what is acceptable in an admissions policy.

What admission arrangements include

3.2	LEAs are required to consult on the admission arrangements for their schools each year. The governing bodies of foundation, voluntary aided and community and controlled schools that are their own admission authority are also required to consult on their admission arrangements every year; however, if they meet prescribed criteria they only have to consult every alternate year. The criteria are as follows: the LEA must have notified the Secretary of State that all admission authorities in the relevant area have consulted each other in the qualifying year (i.e. in 2004/05 or any subsequent year); the admission authority must not be proposing to change the  admission arrangements which it  had determined in the preceding year; and no objection must have been made to the Schools Adjudicator about the admission arrangements proposed by the governing body in any of the preceding five years. (The governing bodies of Academies are also required to consult about admissions arrangements as part of their funding agreement.) Consultation should give full details of admission arrangements, which should be consistent with any co-ordinated scheme that will operate for the area in the year in question, and should include:

	admission numbers for any years to which it is intended to admit pupils,  including Year 12, and in the case of boarding schools any separate admission numbers for day and boarding pupils;  

	application procedures and timetables, as agreed locally, including where possible the opportunity to make applications online;

	the oversubscription criteria to be used, and the order in which they will be applied, to allocate places if the school receives more applications than there are places available;

	information about any tests for aptitude or ability, if allowed, or details of any additional information required, such as evidence of religious commitment, and of the objective criteria that will be used to judge these aspects;

	any separate entry requirements and oversubscription criteria for Year 12 or nursery places, if applicable;

	information about whether a waiting list will be maintained and for how long, plus confirmation that this will be maintained in the order of the oversubscription criteria;






Oversubscription and oversubscription criteria

3.3	Where more parents have expressed a preference for a particular school in a particular year than it has places in that year, the admission authority must apply the oversubscription criteria in its published admission policy in deciding which parents' preferences it should meet.

3.4	Admission authorities have discretion, which they must exercise reasonably, to determine their own oversubscription criteria provided these criteria are objective, clear, fair, compatible with admissions and equal opportunities legislation, have been decided with regard to any relevant advice from the local Admission Forum, and have been subject to the consultation which the 1998 Act (as amended by the 2002 Act) requires  (see Chapter 4). Admission authorities should consider how best to monitor school admission applications, refusals of places, and admission appeals to ensure that the admission process is fair and offers equal opportunities to all pupils. Schools and LEAs have a duty to promote racial equality under the Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended by the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000), and need to bear this in mind when deciding their oversubscription criteria. The criteria should be, as far as possible, inclusive of all elements in the school’s local community.

3.5	Commonly used and acceptable criteria include sibling links, distance from the school, ease of access by public transport, medical or social grounds (with an explanation of what evidence is required and how this will be assessed), catchment areas, transfer from named feeder primary schools and whether the child is in public care (see paragraph 3.14). Admission authorities should make clear the order of priority in which the criteria will be applied, and how tie-break decisions will be made - for example, by using the distance from home to the school main entrance within a priority category when the admission number is reached. Admission authorities should not give priority to parents based on the date order in which applications were received before the deadline.

Good practice - and bad practice

3.6	It is important that all oversubscription criteria are clearly defined and objectively assessable. Even common criteria such as sibling links need to be explained, because different ethnic groups may understand terms to have different meanings, making clear the position of other children living in the same household (e.g. step-children) and whether any special conditions apply to twins, triplets etc.  The oversubscription criteria should also explain how distance from home to the school will be measured. This should involve a reliable and reasonable system. Some admission authorities have been criticised by the Local Government Ombudsman for using methods which did not take into account the shortest walking distance, or which relied heavily on commercial systems for measuring car journeys or were poor at ensuring accuracy, for example using a ruler on a map. Where a child lives with parents with shared responsibility, each for part of a week, the oversubscription criteria need to make clear how the ’home’ address will be decided in a fair and considered way.

3.7	Often parents live in one LEA but are close to schools in a neighbouring authority. Parents in inner cities, particularly London, have long chosen schools across borough boundaries. The 1989 Greenwich judgment ​[1]​ was a sensible recognition of these patterns.  It established that priority may not be given to children simply because of the fact that they live in the authority's administrative area. Applications for the authority's schools by parents living outside the LEA area must be considered equally.  Academies are also required to consider applications from parents from outside the LEA area in which the Academy is situated.





3.9	Schools designated by the Department as having a religious character may give preference in their admission arrangements to members of a particular faith or denomination (as may be required by their Trust Deed), providing this does not conflict with other legislation, such as race relations legislation. Where they do, their admission arrangements should make clear whether a statement of religious affiliation or commitment would be sufficient; whether it is to be ‘tested’ for admission purposes and if so, how; and what, if any, references would be required from the family's priest, Minister or other religious leader and how they will be used to decide on the application.


3.10	Faith schools can contribute to community cohesion by having admission arrangements that are inclusive of other faiths and of all elements of the population of their local area. Some faith schools already achieve inclusiveness by designating a proportion of places for which children of their own faith or denomination will be given priority, and the remainder as community or open places for which local children will be given priority. Note: this is quite different from ‘quotas’ which would reserve places solely for particular groups, and would mean leaving places empty if not enough members of those groups apply. With the repeal by the Education Act 2002 of section 91 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, it is no longer possible for foundation and aided schools with a religious character to agree special arrangements with their LEA by which they can keep places empty if they do not have enough applications from their particular faith or denomination. Where evidence of commitment to another faith (or denomination) is required, the guidance in paragraph 3.9 applies.

3.11	The governing bodies of Church of England schools that are their own admission authorities must consult their local Diocesan Board about the admission arrangements they are proposing to have for their schools before they go out to statutory consultation with other admission authorities, and they must have regard to the Board’s advice.

Equal opportunities and avoiding discrimination

3.12	Bearing in mind the provisions of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975, the Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended by the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000), and the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (as amended by the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001), admission authorities should carefully consider the possible impact, direct or indirect, on equal opportunities of their proposed oversubscription criteria. For example, criteria which give preference to children whose parents or older siblings had previously attended the school or whose parents followed particular occupations, such as teachers, could disproportionately (even if unintentionally) disadvantage ethnic minority, Traveller or refugee families who have more recently moved into the area. In such cases, the criterion could be unlawful unless objectively justified. Such criteria have been determined by the Schools Adjudicator not to be in the interests of all local children and have been ruled out when the subject of an objection. It would not be good practice for admission authorities to set or seek to apply oversubscription criteria that had the effect of disadvantaging certain social groups in the local community, including disabled pupils. Examples would be explicit or implicit discrimination on the basis of parental occupation, employment, income range, standard of living or home facilities. The Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended) requires all admission authorities to promote racial equality. In the context of deciding admission arrangements, this means assessing the impact of admissions policies on ethnic minority pupils and parents. 

3.13	Where a school is named in a statement of special educational needs, the governing body of a maintained school, including a grammar school, has a duty to admit the child to the school. An admission authority should determine oversubscription criteria, and apply them, as fairly to children with special educational needs but no statement, or to children with a disability, as to other applicants.

Children in public care (looked after children)

3.14	Children in public care are a disadvantaged group who have very low average levels of attainment, often related to frequent changes of school because their care placements change. It is recommended that all admission authorities give these children top priority in their oversubscription criteria. Schools designated by the Department as having a religious character may give priority to looked after children of their faith over those children belonging to other faiths. Schools will then also be able to offer places that become available in the school year to these children first over others on the waiting list, if one is maintained, to ensure that they are quickly placed in a school to meet their needs.









3.17	Academic selection should never be used to decide entry into primary education.

3.18	Admission authorities should determine and publish admission arrangements for primary schools, including where there is a nursery class attached to the school. Some parents assume that because their child attends the nursery class, they will automatically gain a place at the primary school. Published admission arrangements should therefore make it clear to parents that there are separate admission arrangements for the nursery and the reception class and that attendance in the nursery class does not guarantee admission to the school for primary education. Such arrangements could disadvantage families who have recently moved to the area (see paragraph 3.12) and may make some parents feel they have to enrol their child at the school before they consider him or her ready, in order to gain a place at the primary school.

Deferred entry to primary schools









3.21	Whereas grammar schools are wholly selective by academic ability, partially selective schools select just a proportion of their pupil intake by ability or by aptitude, and partial selection is effectively an oversubscription criterion. For the purposes of the legislation on selection, bilateral schools are considered to be partially selective schools.

3.22	The School Standards and Framework Act 1998:

	rules out the introduction of any new selection on grounds of academic ability, other than for fair “banding” and in sixth forms;

	allows new priority on the basis of aptitude in limited circumstances and where the school has a specialism (see paragraph 3.25);

	allows partial selection by ability or priority by aptitude that existed at the beginning of the school year 1997/98 to continue, but only if certain criteria are met (see paragraph 3.23); and

	enables objections to all partially selective admission arrangements to be made to Adjudicators by LEAs, other admission authorities or, in the case of partially selective arrangements that have existed since 1997/98 and could not now lawfully be introduced (called ‘pre-existing partial selection’ below), by parents. The Education Act 2002 extended this right of objection to the admission arrangements of foundation and voluntary aided schools to include community and voluntary controlled schools.

3.23	The types of partial selection which could not now lawfully be introduced – which parents may object to the Adjudicator about – include any partial selection by ability (below the sixth form); any selection by aptitude other than for up to 10% of places in a prescribed subject; and any form of banding which does not meet the 1998 Act’s definition of “fair” banding – see 3.26. Parents may not, however, object to pre-existing partial selection by aptitude where a subject is prescribed in the Education (Aptitude for Particular Subjects) Regulations and the proportion of pupils selected is no more than 10% of the school’s intake in the normal year of entry.

3.24	The published admission arrangements should include information about any tests that will be conducted to assess aptitude or ability and when these will take place. The 1998 Act says that a test for aptitude must test for the subject aptitude concerned and not test for ability or any other aptitude.





3.26	Banding is used by some comprehensive schools to try to ensure that their intake really is “comprehensive”, that is that their intake includes a proportionate spread of children of all abilities. The Government believes that banding arrangements are compatible with the comprehensive principle, provided the arrangements are fair, objective and are not used as a means of admitting a disproportionate number of high ability children. Annex A, paragraphs A.66 to A.69, set out the legal requirements for banding.

3.27	If an admission authority which does not operate banding wants to introduce it, statutory proposals must be published. If the intention is to introduce banding for all schools in a LEA, a statutory proposal should be published for every school affected, in addition to statutory admissions consultation taking place. Banding, like other over-subscription criteria, should only operate when the number of applications exceeds the number of places. It involves testing all children applying for a school place and placing them into ability bands as a result of the test. It is for admission authorities to decide how many ability bands to have. For any banding arrangements introduced since the start of the 1997/98 school year to be lawful, they must ensure that the intake represents the range of applicants’ abilities, not, for example, a national or LEA average.

3.28	Whatever number of bands is chosen, the proportion of applicants placed in each band must be mirrored by the proportion of applicants offered places from each band. In other words if a school places 25% of applicants in each band, it must then offer 25% of its places to applicants in each band. 

3.29	Banding schools cannot apply another test of ability once applicants are allocated to bands, so they cannot admit applicants in rank order of merit within bands. Where the school is oversubscribed each band will be oversubscribed, and normal oversubscription criteria should be applied to each band. Places at a banding school cannot be left unfilled. If places become vacant in some bands, for example because parents accept offers of places at other schools, and no applicants in those bands remain without a place, they must be filled by pupils falling into the other bands, in effect by adjusting the bands upwards or downwards as appropriate. 


























4.2	The 1998 Act introduced statutory requirements for the admission authorities in an area to consult each other before determining their admission arrangements.  Under changes made by the Education Act 2002 and implementing Regulations, they must now also consult the governing bodies of community and voluntary controlled schools for which the LEA is the admission authority. Church of England schools must consult their Diocesan Board of Education before consulting others.  All maintained school admission authorities are encouraged to establish the views of parents before determining their admission arrangements.  Academies must consult locally as required by their funding agreements. Annex A, paragraphs A.8 to A.14, set out in detail what consultations have to be undertaken by LEAs and by the governing bodies of maintained schools which are their own admission authorities. In addition, admission authorities are encouraged to consult Academies although there is no statutory duty to do so. Consultation should be completed by 1 March. After consultation, admission authorities must determine their admission arrangements by 15 April and notify all those consulted what they have determined. All consultation and notification may be done by electronic mail. It is not sufficient for admission authorities simply to place any proposed or determined arrangements on their website. 

4.3	Admission authorities should consult other admission authorities, including Academies, and the governing bodies of community and voluntary controlled schools that are not their own admission authority, within an area called ‘the relevant area’.  The Education (Relevant Areas for Consultation on Admission Arrangements) Regulations 1999 place a responsibility on LEAs to determine relevant areas, after due consultation. The relevant area may be less than the LEA area; for example there may be 3 relevant areas in one LEA, if there are 3 distinct areas for admissions. It may include part of neighbouring LEA areas, for example if there is considerable cross-border traffic, or an LEA may decide after consultation that its own administrative area should be the relevant area. LEAs should consult on and review their relevant areas every 2 years.

4.4	Important considerations in determining relevant areas are the pattern of parents’ preferences and children’s travel-to-school patterns, so that the admission authorities between whose schools choices are made consult each other.  Sometimes established schooling patterns may point towards combining part of one LEA’s area with parts of the area of one or more neighbouring authorities. There is no bar to determining overlapping areas, which may be necessary to reflect schooling patterns and parents’ diverse preferences.





4.6	When an admission authority has determined its admission arrangements (i.e. formally decided what admission arrangements it wants to have following consultation), it must notify, within 14 days of the determination, in writing, all those whom the authority was required to consult. Notification may be made by electronic mail.

4.7	Admission authorities who determine an admission number for any school which is lower than that indicated by the new net capacity formula (set out in “Assessing the Net Capacity of Schools” – issued by the Department in October 2001 and revised in August 2002) must, additionally, publish a notice to explain this in a local newspaper. The notice must advise parents of their right to object to the Adjudicator about the admission number. 

4.8	Admission authorities of schools who determine to continue with admission arrangements which could not now lawfully be introduced (which they may keep if they have been in place since at least 1997/98, unless successfully objected to) must publish a notice explaining all this each year, after determining their admission arrangements. The notice must advise parents of their right to object to the Adjudicator about the continuation of selection at the school. (see paragraph 3.23)

Objections to the Adjudicator

4.9	Section 25 of the 1998 Act empowers the Secretary of State to appoint Adjudicators to consider school organisation and admissions issues where it has not been possible to reach local agreement. Adjudicators are independent of the Secretary of State. They consider each objection on its individual merits, taking account of the reasons for disagreement at local level, in the light of the legislation and the guidance in this Code (see Annex A, paragraphs A.15 to A.19). Parties to an Adjudicator determination are required to implement that determination and may be directed to do so by the Secretary of State, if necessary.

4.10	Adjudicators may consider objections from admission authorities on any aspect of another school’s admission arrangements. They may also consider objections from parents who live in the area to pre-existing partially selective admission arrangements and to the determination of an admission number which is lower than the one indicated by the net capacity formula. Governing bodies of community and voluntary controlled schools may object to any admission number determined by the LEA for their own school, but not to any other aspects of the admission arrangements for their school. Such governing bodies may also object to the admission arrangements of other schools within the relevant area, although they may not object to the admission arrangements for other community and voluntary controlled schools whose admission arrangements have been determined by the LEA. Objections should be made within six weeks of notification of the determined arrangements.  Adjudicators have discretion to consider late objections, but will need to be persuaded that it was not practicable to submit them earlier.

4.11	School admission arrangements should work for the benefit of all parents and children in an area. In striving to achieve admission arrangements that serve the interest of all parents and children in local communities, LEAs are recommended to refer objections to the Adjudicator on behalf of parents where necessary. If admission arrangements include practices that are stated in this Code to be bad practice, the LEA can be held to account by the Local Government Ombudsman if it does not object to those arrangements.

4.12	Adjudicators are not able to consider objections about aspects of admission arrangements for which other statutory procedures are required. For example, the Adjudicator may consider disputes about the admission arrangements of grammar schools, but not about the principle that a grammar school selects its pupils on the basis of high academic ability.  Nor can Adjudicators decide disputes about admission criteria relating to religious or denominational issues: they pass these on to the Secretary of State to decide.

4.13	The Adjudicator may determine that an admission authority seeking to continue to make provision for partial selection should cease to do so, even where that selection was introduced following the approval of statutory proposals under the previous legislation. Adjudicators may uphold, reject or partially uphold objections, and may make modifications to admission arrangements beyond those suggested by objectors.
 
Informing parents: publication of admission arrangements 

4.14	Parents need to be able to make informed decisions when applying for a school place for their children. They should have all relevant information to hand before they apply. It is easier for parents to understand local admissions systems that are clear, fair and objective. Above all, they need to be able to estimate their realistic chance of being offered a place for their child at any particular school.

4.15	LEAs and school governing bodies must publish information about their admission arrangements in accordance with Regulations​[4]​. LEAs are under a specific duty to publish information about admission arrangements for all the maintained mainstream schools in their area. There is much existing good practice for admission authorities to draw on when bringing together and publishing information. Parents find it helpful to have information on all primary schools in one booklet; similarly for secondary schools and (in accordance with good practice) Academies. The Regulations give details of the composite prospectus requirements and the option of publishing booklets for relevant areas other than the LEA area (see Annex A, paragraph A.22). It is good practice to publish this information fully on the LEA’s website as well.

4.16	Published admissions information should:

	offer clear guidance in plain English and in commonly used community languages to steer parents through the procedure;
	set out clearly the timescale for each stage of the admissions process, particularly the deadline for the receipt of applications, including applications made online;
	explain the admission arrangements of all maintained schools and Academies in the area, including how co-ordinated schemes will work in the LEA’s area and neighbouring areas;
	give information on the number of applications for places at each school the previous year, the number which were successful and the criteria under which they were accepted (with an indication of whether this reflects the pattern of recent years);
	explain what is expected from parents, and what the parent can expect from the school and the LEA, at each stage;
	make clear how parents can express their preferences for a school, when parents will know whether or not their applications have been successful, and how to take up their statutory right of appeal;
	include explanations to help parents assess realistically their likelihood of getting a place at any preferred school, and describe the risks of unrealistic preferences and consequences of ranking preferences in a particular order;
	give a name and details of a contact point for further information.
4.17	Published admission arrangements must include the oversubscription criteria that will be used to allocate places if there are more applicants than places at a particular school. Paragraphs 3.3 to 3.8 give guidance on oversubscription criteria. The criteria chosen may in turn give rise to a need to publish more information to help parental choice. For instance, where catchment areas are used, it is good practice for admission authorities to provide a map of the areas, and to indicate how far parents within those areas have succeeded in getting places in the past, and whether that is a good guide for the future. Where priority is given to children transferring from named feeder primary schools, details should be given. 

4.18	Composite prospectuses should also tell parents where and how to access other sources of information, such as the annual school performance tables, and published reports of recent school inspections. In the case of a school that is found by inspection to be in need of special measures or to have serious weaknesses, the LEA might want to provide parents with additional information about the urgent steps that are being taken to ensure pupils are not disadvantaged. Parents choosing a school need to be assured that all causes for concern will be tackled and removed quickly, as required by national policies.

Variation to determined admission arrangements

4.19	Once admission arrangements have been determined, they can only be varied in accordance with section 89 of the 1998 Act and the Regulations made under that section.​[5]​ 

4.20	Where an admission authority considers that the arrangements should be varied because of a major change in circumstances, that authority must refer the proposed variations to the Adjudicator, notifying all the bodies which were or should have been consulted before the arrangements were determined. A major change of circumstances is considered to be a serious and unexpected event affecting the provision of education at the school. An example might be a fire that has destroyed classroom space. However, a request to the Adjudicator for a variation is not always necessary; for example, where a misprint occurred in the published admission arrangements. In addition, an admission authority may vary its admission number, irrespective of whether such a variation constitutes a major change, where such a variation is necessary to implement proposals published under section 28 of the 1998 Act. Where such a proposed variation is approved by either the School Organisation Committee, without modification, or the Adjudicator under Schedule 6 of that Act, an admission authority is not required to refer the variation to the Adjudicator under section 89(5). However, where the School Organisation Committee has modified the admission number, which forms part of the proposals, the variation must be referred to the Adjudicator under section 89(5).

4.21	Admission authorities should consider very carefully before referring a variation to the Adjudicator and should not do so once parents have been asked to make their decisions, unless a major change in circumstances makes this unavoidable.

Revision of determined admission arrangements

4.22 	An admission authority may revise its admission arrangements in accordance with Regulations5 made under section 90 of the 1998 Act.









5.1	The 1998 Act, as amended by the Education Act 2002, requires each LEA to establish an Admission Forum. It is possible for an LEA to establish its Forum in conjunction with other LEAs and so cover admission matters in more than one authority.  Admission Forums provide a vehicle for admission authorities and other key interested parties to get together to discuss the effectiveness of local admission arrangements, seek agreements on how to deal with difficult admission issues and advise admission authorities on ways in which their arrangements can be improved.  Admission authorities and Academies must have regard to any advice given by the Forum for their area.  

Membership of the Forum






Schools – community and voluntary controlled		1 to 3
Schools – foundation						1 to 3
Schools – voluntary aided					1 to 3
Diocesan Board Church of England representatives		1 to 3
Roman Catholic Diocese representatives			1 to 3
Parent Governor representatives 				1 to 3




5.3	Within this framework, the LEA should decide the overall size of the Forum. However each Forum is entitled to request the LEA to appoint anyone it considers represents significant interests in the local community. Though the Regulations do not specifically require inclusion of neighbouring LEAs, it is good practice to include them where there are significant cross-border issues or they have a contribution to make. Their nominees would be additional to the home LEA’s, as set out in paragraph 5.2.

5.4	The school appointments for maintained schools are for each of the category of schools, not representatives for each school. Each representative should be a head teacher, or a governor other than one appointed to the school by the LEA who is also a member of the authority. It is good practice for local schools in each category to nominate representatives to the Forum for appointment by the LEA. Through their funding agreements Academies should nominate a representative to be a member of the Forum and notify the LEA of that nomination. The LEA should then appoint such a person to the Forum. City Technology Colleges are encouraged – though not statutorily required - to take part and to have regard to the advice of the Forum.  Each local CTC should be invited to nominate a member. 

5.5	The LEA should also consider the extent to which the membership should include representatives from faith groups other than the Church of England and Roman Catholic Church, or ethnic minority groups, and make appointments accordingly. It would be good practice for an LEA to do this where a particular faith or ethnic group comprises a significant proportion of the population covered by the Forum and is not otherwise represented. 





5.7	Core members of the Forum are appointed for a period not exceeding 4 years, after which they are eligible for reappointment. Other members of the Forum are appointed on the terms determined by the core members, not exceeding 4 years.  It is recommended that the membership of the Forum should be reviewed in September each year. The LEA may also, if it wishes, establish sub-committees to help the Forum in the performance of its functions. The Forum will be responsible for running any established sub-committee. Sub-committees might be appropriate for considering primary and secondary issues separately, or, if the relevant area is large and has areas with distinct admissions patterns, separate sub-committees might consider issues in each area, before bringing them back to the main Forum for discussion. 

5.8	The Forum should appoint a Chair and Vice Chair, who may be members of the Forum or not. The Forum should also appoint a Secretary to convene its meetings. The procedure for the meetings of the Forum shall be regulated by the core members.  However, the Forum will be obliged under regulations to meet at least three times in its first year and at least twice a year thereafter.  We would recommend as good practice for all members of the Forum to be given at least 7 working days’ notice of the date of the meeting and be given any documents relevant to that meeting 7 days in advance.

The role of the Forum

5.9	Forums should consider existing and proposed admission arrangements.  They should assess how well they serve the interests of local parents and children collectively, and try to promote agreement on admissions issues. They should consider how admission processes might be improved and monitor how admissions relate to published admission numbers. They should also review the comprehensiveness and accessibility of guidance for parents and the composite prospectus produced by the LEA – the parent governor representatives on the Forum may have a particular role in advising how easy local parents will find it to read and understand these documents.

5.10	Forums are also responsible for seeking to promote agreements on arrangements for dealing with a range of difficult issues, including how to ensure that potentially vulnerable children (such as looked after children as defined in paragraph 7.22,  or those who have special educational needs) are effectively provided for in admission arrangements. In particular they are encouraged to discuss and agree protocols for the allocation of vulnerable children who arrive in the area outside the normal admission round, taking into account parental preference as much as possible. Similar consideration should also be given to the allocation of places to other children who arrive outside the normal admission round, when popular schools are full, and those who have been excluded from school (or who have a history of challenging behaviour) so that all schools play their part in accommodating these children.  Once these agreements have been reached Forums are also required to monitor how well they are working, how quickly the children are found places, and the contribution every school in the area is making. 





5.12	After discussions, Forums should promulgate advice that represents the agreed views of the whole Forum. They should therefore seek to achieve a consensus among the whole membership rather than secure a majority opinion. Any advice agreed should, as a minimum, be published by the relevant LEA on the school admissions section of their website and copies sent to all admission authorities in the area. This can be done by e-mail, so long as the recipient has 









6.1	The 1998 Act, as amended by the Education Act 2002, has introduced new statutory requirements for every LEA to draw up a scheme (or schemes) covering every maintained school (but not special schools) in its area. Regulations also require LEAs to exchange specified information on applications with their neighbours. The regulations require LEAs to formulate schemes for co-ordinating admission arrangements for all maintained schools within their area – this is referred to below as ‘in-LEA’ co-ordination –for admissions from September 2005. However for secondary admissions they are encouraged to do so earlier, i.e. for September 2004 intakes, if possible. Annex C sets out a model co-ordination scheme and possible variants for the in-LEA secondary co-ordination required by the regulations. Annex C1 shows an indicative timetable, leading up to the making of offers on 1 March (see next paragraph). Separate regulations will be introduced at a later date requiring full co-ordination not only within but also between LEAs, before offers of secondary places are made – this is referred to below as ‘inter-LEA’ co-ordination. Annex D suggests a model and an indicative timetable for secondary inter-LEA co-ordination, to help LEAs plan and prepare for this. The purpose of co-ordinated admission schemes is to establish mechanisms for ensuring, so far as reasonably practicable, that every parent of a child living in the LEA area who has applied for a school place in the ‘normal admission round’ receives an offer of one, and only one, school place on the same day. However, until full inter-LEA co-ordination is in place, it is possible that some parents who have applied for schools within their own LEA and elsewhere may receive an offer from each LEA. Schemes should also address how late applications, and arrangements for handling admissions outside the ‘normal admission round’, will be handled.

6.2	For secondary schools, places must be offered on 1 March in the year during which a child will be admitted to school; for primary schools, places must be offered on the date designated by the LEA (or by the Secretary of State where a scheme is imposed). Where admission authorities normally admit children to primary school two or three times a year and do not make all offers at the same time, additional offer dates may be designated. There should be separate schemes for primary and secondary admissions, including in each case middle schools deemed primary or secondary where these exist.

6.3	The duty to comply with parental preferences will not be affected by co-ordinated admission arrangements, except where more than one place could be offered. Then the duty to comply applies to the single offer that should be made in accordance with the arrangements in the co-ordinated scheme, and not to the other possible offers. Nor will co-ordinated schemes affect the rights and duties of the governing bodies of voluntary aided and foundation schools to set and apply their own admission arrangements and oversubscription criteria. Co-ordinated schemes are an administrative process to make school admissions easier, more transparent and less stressful for parents – they do not mean that all admission authorities in an area have to have the same or similar oversubscription criteria. 

Academies and City Technology Colleges

6.4	Legislation on co-ordinated admissions applies only to maintained schools. Academies and CTCs are independent schools. However, Academies are required to participate in local co-ordinated schemes by their funding agreements and we expect LEAs to consult them, as well as other admission authorities, in order to agree the scheme. CTCs should be strongly encouraged to participate in the scheme to help simplify the admissions process for parents.

Main obligations on LEAs and other admission authorities within the scheme: secondary schools (transfer at age 11)

6.5	Regulations require applications for all secondary schools within an LEA’s area to be co-ordinated for September 2005 intakes. However, the Secretary of State encourages LEAs to formulate a scheme for 2004 intakes. Where a LEA decides to formulate a scheme for 2004, it must inform the Secretary of State of that intention.  If it does so, the regulations will apply (with certain differences in dates) as they do to schemes for 2005 intakes. So the obligations on admission authorities to share information with each other will apply, as will the possibility of the Secretary of State imposing a scheme if full local agreement cannot be reached by the date laid down in regulations.  

6.6	Parents must be invited to express at least 3 preferences, which may be for schools within or beyond their home LEA’s area, on a ‘common application form’ which the LEA should provide and make available to all parents resident in its area  This may be complemented by a form on the LEA’s website for online applications. The common application form can be supplemented (but not replaced) by additional forms where particular schools in the area might need extra information, e.g. to assess denominational commitment or in relation to testing. The LEA must ensure that the form enables parents to:

	express their preferences, i.e. name the schools they are applying to;
	give the reasons for applying for their preferred schools ; and
	rank those preferences. All preferences must be ranked, even if admission authorities in the area do not use a ranking system as part of their individual admission arrangements.
LEAs should make clear when publishing information for parents about the September 2004 secondary intakes whether admissions will be co-ordinated within the LEA. If so they should include full details of the co-ordinated scheme in the composite prospectus, as is required for intakes in September 2005 and later.

6.7	An LEA should inform any other admission authority, Academy or CTC (or, in the case of applications for schools outside the LEA’s area, the other LEA concerned) of any application made on the common application form for their school, and pass on any relevant supporting information (such as proof of practising membership of a church etc). The parents’ order of ranking need only be shared with those who need to know it, such as another LEA which uses rank order in its co-ordinated scheme, or a school admission authority whose over-subscription criteria mention rank order. An LEA and its schools may provide in their agreed scheme that any additional forms provided by schools which require supplementary information can only be considered if submitted via the home LEA on that LEA’s common application form. Alternatively, they may agree that such additional forms which schools or other LEAs may receive direct are to be treated in the same way as those received via the home LEA, once it has been established that these only relate to applications which are mentioned and ranked on the home LEA’s form. 

6.8	Each preference must then be considered by the admission authority for the school concerned. By the date specified in their maintaining LEA’s scheme, governing bodies who are the admission authority for a school should provide their LEA with a list of all children who applied for places at their school, ranked in their order of priority under the admission arrangements, showing which criteria apply to which child. If a school has, say, 100 places, the LEA needs to know not only which 100 applicants best fit the over-subscription criteria, but also which children are next in line should places become available as potential multiple offers are avoided according to the terms of the co-ordinated scheme, typically by offering a place at whichever school the parent ranked higher on their form (though other variants are possible, as Annex C explains). Where applications greatly exceed the admission number, it may not be necessary to rank individually the children in the lowest priority group(s) according to the over-subscription criteria, because there is no likelihood of a place becoming available for them even if quite a few higher-priority applicants leave the rankings as potential multiple offers are avoided. 

6.9.	If a parent resident in one LEA applies for a place at a school maintained by another LEA, the maintaining LEA must tell the home LEA if it intends to offer a place.  The home LEA may have regard to that information in deciding whether or not to offer the parent a place at a school in its own area, but should explain its intentions clearly to parents in its composite prospectus.  

Main obligations on the LEAs and other admission authorities within the scheme: primary schools

6.10    LEAs will be obliged to operate a co-ordinated scheme within their own area.  However, parents who are resident in one LEA but who wish to apply for a place at a school maintained by another LEA will apply through the maintaining LEA’s common application form.  Where cross-border applications are made, it will be necessary for LEAs to inform each other of the outcome of those applications, in order to monitor cases where more than one offer has been made.

Applications to schools with a different age of transfer

6.11	Middle schools with an entry age before 11 should be treated in the same way as primary schools for the purpose of co-ordination. Upper schools (with an entry age after 11) should be treated as secondary schools.





6.13	The model timetable in Annex C1 illustrates what needs to happen for secondary admissions before, during and after ‘offer day’ in in-LEA co-ordinated schemes.  The dates are indicative rather than obligatory, except for the ‘national offer day’ of 1 March. It is for LEAs to agree with their own admission authority schools, and write into their co-ordinated scheme, other deadline dates.  It is recommended that LEAs agree with their neighbours a date for exchange of information about the offers each will be making to the other’s residents – far enough before the national offer day for the home LEA to have time to find alternative offers for those whose expressed preferences have all been unsuccessful. It is vital that governing bodies of voluntary aided and foundation schools comply with agreed timetables in order that the co-ordinated scheme in their LEA area works. It is also vital that LEAs adhere to timetables for exchange of information agreed with neighbouring LEAs. 










Duty to offer places – and when this doesn’t apply

7.1	Parents have a right to express a preference for a place in any school. 




7.2	Grammar schools select all their pupils by reference to high academic ability, usually on the basis of performance in a formal test. Either LEAs or the grammar schools themselves are responsible for making arrangements for testing.  





7.4	Where a child has been permanently excluded from two or more schools and at least one of the exclusions took place after 1 September 1997, parents can still express a preference for a school place, but the requirement to comply is removed for a period of two years following the second exclusion. This does not apply to: children who were below compulsory school age when excluded; pupils who were reinstated following a permanent exclusion; and pupils who would have been reinstated following a permanent exclusion had it been practicable to do so. A permanent exclusion is regarded as taking effect from the first school day the headteacher has told the pupil not to attend school.

Pupils with challenging behaviour

7.5	It is normally unacceptable for a school to refuse to admit a child on the basis of their behaviour elsewhere (though see paragraph 7.7 for the limited exceptions to this rule). It is also unacceptable for a school to refuse to admit a child thought to be potentially disruptive, or to exhibit challenging behaviour, on the grounds that that child ought first to be assessed for special educational needs. The law disapplies the normal principle that parents’ preferences should be complied with, only in the ‘twice excluded’ situation described in the previous paragraph. If a pupil, once admitted, is found to be seriously and persistently disruptive, then the school may consider disciplinary action, including temporary and, ultimately, permanent exclusion procedures. 
 
7.6	Some undersubscribed schools may find that they are required to admit an undue proportion of pupils with a recent history of challenging behaviour, which may have led to a permanent exclusion from another school. Other schools may find they are unable to take a share of such pupils as they are oversubscribed. Admission Forums must discuss how local admission arrangements might work to allow all schools to admit a more even share of such children, including children excluded from other schools, and admission authorities must have regard to their Admission Forum’s advice. Schools and their LEAs should together agree strategies, for example, by being prepared to admit some pupils above the admission number during the year in popular schools. We expect admission authorities to comply with any locally agreed protocols for the admission of such pupils. 

7.7	Exceptionally, outside the normal year of entry, admission authorities for certain schools, or Academies, may decide to refuse to admit a challenging child where there are places available, on the grounds that admission would prejudice the provision of efficient education or the efficient use of resources. This will normally only be appropriate where a school has a particularly high concentration of pupils with challenging behaviour, or the child is particularly challenging, and in either case the school:
a.	is under special measures or has recently come out of them (within the last         two years); or
b.	has been identified by OFSTED as having serious weaknesses; or
c.	is subject to a formal warning notice; or
d.	is a Fresh Start school or Academy open for less than two years; or








7.9	If applications are made for available places, admission authorities should admit pupils up to their school's published admission number as they have a statutory duty to comply with parental preference.  They should not hold back or reserve places e.g. in the expectation that there may be later applications from families moving into the catchment area (see also paragraph 7.31).

Duty to apply published arrangements

7.10	Admission authorities are required to consult before determining an admission number for each normal year of entry and other admission arrangements. The determined admission arrangements must be published, and the admission authority must respect those admission numbers and apply the published arrangements in admitting pupils to its school. Admission authorities should not decide to admit significantly above their published number unless this has been agreed by the Admission Forum, for example to assist vulnerable children, or unless exceptional circumstances apply. Admission Forums are encouraged to monitor whether admissions match published numbers.

Priority on grounds of aptitude and ability

7.11	Annex A, paragraphs A.70 to A.74, describe what is and is not permitted by the 1998 Act. The legislation does not provide a definition of the term "aptitude". But, essentially, a pupil with aptitude is one who is identified as being able to benefit from teaching in a specific subject, or who demonstrates a particular capacity to succeed in that subject. When considering whether a pupil has an aptitude for a subject, the essential factor that the admission authority must determine is whether a child demonstrates a particular capacity to learn or to develop skills in that subject, and that he or she can benefit from the particular expertise and facilities at that 
school. 

7.12     Tests, assessments or auditions used to identify whether a pupil has an aptitude for a particular subject should be objective, have a distinctive subject focus and should not discriminate against applicants on the grounds of gender, ethnic origin, disability or family background. And the test etc must test only for the subject aptitude concerned and not for ability or any other aptitude. Complaints may be made to the Adjudicator about  tests that are not objective, or which appear to test for ability or another aptitude, even where selection for a proportion of places by aptitude is accepted.









Reasons for refusal and right of appeal

7.15	When parents are refused a place at a school, they should be told the reason for that refusal. In most cases, this will be because other pupils had higher priority under the admission arrangements, or because the co-ordinated scheme meant they were offered a place at one school instead of another. It is not good practice just to cite “prejudice” as the reason for a refusal, as parents rarely understand the term or what it means in law.









7.18	Infant classes of 5, 6 and 7 year olds may not contain more than 30 pupils with a single qualified teacher. Admission authorities may not refuse admission to an infant class on "prejudice" grounds (for class size-related reasons) unless the number of applications for places at the school exceeds the published admission number, and measures to keep to the statutory class size limit would result in prejudice to efficient education or to the efficient use of resources. The legislation also sets out different arrangements for the consideration of appeals where the child concerned is in a relevant age group – in that a panel should only uphold an appeal if the decision was not one which a reasonable admission authority would make in the circumstances of the case, or if the child would have been offered a place if the admission arrangements had been properly implemented. These grounds should be explained to parents who are refused a place because of infant class size, so that they can make an informed decision about their chances of winning an appeal.

Pupils with Special Educational Needs but without statements

7.19	Children with special educational needs but without statements must be treated as fairly as other applicants. Admission authorities may not refuse to admit a pupil because they consider themselves unable to cater for his or her special educational needs. Admission authorities must consider applications from children who have special educational needs but no statement, on the basis of the school's published admission criteria. They cannot refuse to admit a pupil on the grounds that he or she does not have a statement of special educational needs, or is currently being assessed for one. Where admission authorities give some priority to children with special educational needs but without a statement, their published admission arrangements should explain what evidence of  special needs is required to qualify under the criterion. 

Pupils with statements of Special Educational Needs









7.22	It is recommended that admission authorities give looked after children top priority in their oversubscription criteria. (Schools designated by the Department as having a religious character may give priority to looked after children of their faith over those children belonging to other faiths.) Care placement moves can be temporary or out of the LEA’s area and often happen outside the normal admissions round, when popular schools are full. Part of the Admission Forum’s role is to consider how to ensure that local arrangements work effectively for such children, so that places can be found in schools that are suitable to their social, pastoral and educational needs as quickly as possible. A ‘looked after child’ is a child who is in the care of a local authority or provided with accommodation by that authority – see section 22 of the Children Act 1989.   

Applications for Year 12 entry and transfer from Year 11

7.23	Where the admission authority intends to admit pupils from outside the school to Year 12 (the 6th form), the admission arrangements should indicate an admission number for those being admitted to the school for the first time, together with details of any entry requirements (such as minimum entry qualifications) and oversubscription criteria. As with admissions at compulsory school age, parental preference must be met (where possible) and the admission authority must have regard to the Code of Practice and the advice of the Admission Forum. Applicants refused admission are entitled to appeal to an independent appeal panel. 
 
7.24	It is not necessary for pupils already in the school to apply formally for places in Year 12, but they should be informed of the objective criteria to be met, which can include a level of attainment at GCSE and should be the same as the criteria for external applicants. Pupils should not be interviewed for entry to Year 12, nor should entry be dependent on their attendance or behaviour record (see paragraph 3.16). Pupils refused a place in Year 12 in their own school are entitled to an appeal before an independent appeal panel.   

Admission outside the normal age group

7.25	Although most children will be admitted to a school with their own age group, from time to time parents seek places outside their normal age group for gifted and talented children, or those who have experienced problems or missed part of a year, often due to ill health. Admission authorities should consider these requests carefully and make decisions on the basis of the circumstances of each case. Parents refused an application for a place outside the normal age group have a statutory right of appeal. 

Withdrawing offers of places

7.26	Once an admission authority has made an offer of a school place, it may only lawfully withdraw that offer in very limited circumstances. These may include when the admission authority offered the place on the basis of a fraudulent or intentionally misleading application from a parent (for example, a false claim to residence in a catchment area) which effectively denied a place to a child with a stronger claim; or where a parent has not responded to the offer within a reasonable time. It would not generally be lawful for an admission authority to withdraw a school place once the child was attending that school, except where that place was fraudulently obtained. In deciding whether to withdraw the place, the length of time that the child had been at the school should be taken into account. Where a place is withdrawn, the application must then be considered afresh, and a right of appeal offered if a place is refused. 

7.27	Decisions on whether to refuse admission should never be taken by one individual in a school. Where the school is its own admission authority the whole governing body, or the admissions committee established by the governing body, should make such decisions. Head teachers or other school officials should be careful not to give parents an expectation that their application will be successful, or actually tell them that their child has been given a place at the school, before the admission authority has made any decisions on applications. Case law has established that where there is evidence that parents have been told by a head teacher, or other school official, that their child will be given a place at a school, they can reasonably expect that the person making the offer had authority to do so. In these circumstances the admission authority should normally honour the offer, even though in fact it may not have authorised that person to make it. 

Children of UK Service personnel and other Crown servants (including Diplomats)





7.29	Many admission authorities maintain waiting lists, although they are not obliged to do so. Some admission authorities maintain a waiting list until a month or so after the admission date, to fill places that may become available at the beginning of the school year. As long as being on a waiting list does not raise undue expectations about the likelihood of being offered a place in due course, it can be helpful to parents to know where they stand if places should subsequently become available at the school. Where a waiting list is used, the school's published admission policy should make clear that these children will be ranked in the same order as the published oversubscription criteria. Waiting list arrangements should be clear, fair and objective, and must not give priority based simply on the date the application was added to the list. If new applicants have a higher priority under the oversubscription criteria, they should be ranked higher than those who have been on the list for some time. Where school places become vacant before any admission appeals are heard, admission authorities should fill these vacancies from any waiting list. Placing a child's name on a waiting list does not affect the parent's right of appeal against an unsuccessful application. 

7.30	If a school is asked to admit a pupil outside the normal admission round, under a co-ordinated scheme or by an agreement reached through the Admission Forum, that child has priority over pupils on the waiting list.

Applications after the normal admission round

7.31	Co-ordinated admission schemes should include information about how admission applications received after the normal admission round, or for years other than the normal year of entry, will be handled. If there are places available at the school, they should be allocated quickly. Admission authorities may allocate places in advance of the family moving to the area, when they have suitable confirmation, such as proof of completion of contracts, a letting agreement, or a letter from an employer or Service person’s commanding officer confirming details of relocation. If there are places available, but more applicants than places, the published oversubscription criteria should be applied. Parents applying for places in a full school should be informed of their right of appeal. 

The role of the Head teacher in school admissions





7.33	As LEAs are the admission authority for community and voluntary controlled schools (except where they delegate that function to the governing body), the governing bodies of those schools have a statutory duty to comply with parental preference and the admission authority’s decision to admit pupils. If they refuse to comply with the LEA’s decision to admit, the LEA can request the Secretary of State to direct them to do so under section 497 of the Education Act 1996. The Secretary of State will consider the governing body’s reasons for refusing to comply with the LEA’s decision, as well as the best interests of the child.

7.34	Where a child (including one to whom paragraph 7.4 applies) has been refused admission to or permanently excluded from all schools within a reasonable distance of the child’s home which can provide suitable education, an LEA can direct a governing body which is the admission authority for a school to admit the child, under section 96 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998. (A direction under section 96 is not appropriate in the case of community and voluntary controlled schools, for which the LEA will usually be the admission authority; but see paragraph 7.33 for where the governing body does not comply with the LEA’s decision to admit.) If the governing body of the foundation or voluntary aided school is not willing to accept the direction, it may refer the matter, within 15 days, to the Secretary of State to decide. The welfare of the child, expressed parental preference and the LEA’s reasons for direction, as well as the situation of all schools within a reasonable distance of the child’s home, will be considered before the Secretary of State decides whether to confirm the direction or direct an alternative school to admit the child. 






















SCHOOL ADMISSIONS: THE LAW

A.1	This Annex describes the primary legislation, regulations and case law most relevant to admissions decisions. Admission authorities, Adjudicators, appeal panels, LEAs and schools need of course to comply with the relevant law as well as to have regard to the Code's guidance. This Annex aims to signpost the applicable law. It does not aim to provide definitive guidance on interpreting the law: that is for the courts.

A.2	This Annex and the Code's guidance should be read in conjunction with other relevant legislation and Codes, in particular: the Education Act 2002; the School Standards and Framework Act 1998; the Education Acts 1996 and 1997; the Sex Discrimination Act 1975; the Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended by the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000); the Human Rights Act 1998; the Commission for Racial Equality’s Code of Practice on the Duty to Promote Race Equality; the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (as amended by the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act 2001), the Code of Practice on the Identification and Assessment of Special Educational Needs and guidance relating to statutory proposals.

Background and general principles


















A.7	The Special Educational Needs and Disability Discrimination Act 2001 brings all aspects of education within the ambit of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995.  Since September 2002, admission authorities have been  under a new duty not to discriminate against disabled pupils and prospective pupils in their access to education. Three distinct aspects of admission are specifically covered by the new legislation. Admission authorities must not discriminate against a disabled child:

in the arrangements they make for determining pupil admission to the school (see paragraph 3.31);

in the terms on which they offer to admit a disabled child to the school; 

by refusing or deliberately omitting to accept an application for admission.





A.8	Section 89 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 requires the admission authority for a maintained school to determine, before the beginning of the school year, the admission arrangements which are to apply for that year.  Normally this annual determination must be preceded by consultation. However, Regulations​[6]​ allow governing bodies who are the admission authority for their school not to consult in certain circumstances. To qualify for a suspension of consultation an admission authority must have consulted all appropriate bodies in the previous determination year, and its admission arrangements must not have been the subject of an objection to the Schools Adjudicator in the previous 5 years. In addition, the admission authority must not be seeking to change their admission arrangements from the previous year. They will, however, still have to consult every alternate year thereafter even if there is no change in their published admission arrangements. Unchanged arrangements can still be the subject of objections to the Schools Adjudicator.

A.9	Section 89 of the 1998 Act, and Regulations made under it, require consultation to be based on ‘relevant areas’. The LEA has to determine the relevant area(s) for its locality, having consulted all other admission authorities in its own administrative area, and neighbouring LEAs. It must publish the relevant area it has determined, notifying all the other admission authorities and LEAs consulted. The relevant area may be either the LEA area, or less or more than that, or may include part of the LEA area plus part of neighbouring LEA area(s) - but every part of the LEA’s area must be covered. The LEA should review the relevant area at least every 2 years.

A.10	Consultation involves informing those consulted about the admission arrangements that are proposed and asking for their views and comments.  The 1998 Act, as amended by the Education Act 2002 and Regulations, prescribe the consultation to be undertaken by admission authorities as follows:

LEAs which are admission authorities for schools to consult the governing bodies of those schools over the admission arrangements they may propose for them, before consulting anyone else;

governing bodies of Church of England voluntary aided or foundation schools to consult their Diocesan Board, before consulting anyone else;

admission authorities for maintained secondary schools (including middle schools deemed to be secondary) to consult the governing bodies of all other maintained primary, middle and secondary schools in their relevant area;

admission authorities for maintained primary schools (including middle schools deemed to be primary) to consult the governing bodies of all other maintained primary and middle-deemed primary schools in their relevant area;

admission authorities which are LEAs also to consult all neighbouring LEAs;

admission authorities which are school governing bodies also to consult their LEA, and any other LEA whose area comes either within their relevant area, or within 8 kilometres of the school if secondary, 3.2 kilometres if primary;

consultation to take place on all aspects of admission arrangements, and to be completed by 1 March;

having completed their consultation, admission authorities to determine their arrangements before 15 April, and notify parties to the consultation within 14 days of the date of determination;

schools with pre-existing partially selective admission arrangements as defined in section 100 of the 1998 Act must publish a notice in a local newspaper within 14 days of the determination, advising parents of their right to object about the continuation of selection at the school. Admission authorities must also publish a similar notice in a local newspaper where they determine an admission number lower than that indicated by the net capacity formula. Regulations​[7]​ prescribe the information which should be contained in the notice, but this should state the proposed admission number, the admission number indicated by the net capacity formula and the reason for the lower number.

A.11	Section 90 of the 1998 Act, as amended by the Education Act 2002, enables any admission authority, or a governing body of a community or voluntary controlled school, which was entitled to be consulted about proposed admission arrangements, to make an objection to the Adjudicator relating to those arrangements once determined. However, the Regulations mentioned in A.10 prescribe the circumstances in which objections may be limited, or may not be referred to the Adjudicator at all. Where an objection is upheld, a "relevant admission authority" may revise its  admission arrangements by making such alterations as it reasonably  believes are necessary to achieve consistency with the Adjudicator’s decision, and may determine its  arrangements in that revised form. A relevant admission authority is an admission authority which, before it  determined the admission arrangements that it  wishes to revise, was required to consult under section 89(2) of the 1998 Act, or would but for section 89(2A) have been required to consult the admission authority against whom the decision was made. If an admission authority wishes to revise its arrangements it  must do so within two months of the decision being made, and must notify each of the admission authorities which it  was  required to consult, or should have consulted, about those arrangements which it  was seeking to revise.

A.12	Once admission arrangements have been determined, they can be varied either by an Adjudicator under section 89(6) or as set out in Regulations​[8]​.  In addition, an admission authority may revise its arrangements as prescribed in Regulations​[9]​. 

A.13	Section 89(5) of 1998 Act requires that where an admission authority considers that the arrangements should be varied because of a major change in circumstances, that authority must refer the proposed variations to the Adjudicator, notifying all the bodies which had to be consulted before the arrangements were determined. A major change of circumstances is considered to be a serious and unexpected event affecting the provision of education at the school. An example of a serious and unexpected event might be a fire which destroyed classroom space.





A.15	Section 25 of the 1998 Act empowers the Secretary of State to appoint Schools Adjudicators. Adjudicators have various functions in relation to school organisation, but this Code deals only with their functions in relation to school admissions. Admission Forums will seek to settle differences between admission authorities before admission arrangements are determined, but where differences remain unresolved, an objection can be referred to the Adjudicator. Under the 1998 Act, particularly section 90, Adjudicators have responsibility for determining disputes between local admission authorities and schools over admission arrangements, including admissions policies and oversubscription criteria. Adjudicators may also hear objections from 10 or more eligible parents in the case of partially selective admission arrangements, or when an admission authority determines an admission number which is lower than the one indicated by the application of the net capacity formula. 

A.16	Admission authorities have the duty to determine admission arrangements, as described above. If an admission authority or school which was or which should have been consulted about those arrangements objects to any aspect, it  may refer the objection to the Adjudicator. The Adjudicator needs to receive the objection within 6 weeks of the determination being received by the objector - though the Adjudicator has discretion to consider a late objection if satisfied that it was not reasonably practicable for the objector to make it earlier. The Adjudicator must first consider whether the objection is concerned with admission criteria relating to a person’s religion, including religious denomination or religious practice. If so, the Adjudicator must forward the objection to the Secretary of State for determination. Otherwise, it is for the Adjudicator to decide on the objection, judging each case on its merits and having regard to the Code. Any decision made by the Adjudicator must be compatible with the obligations on admission authorities under the Sex Discrimination Act 1975, the Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended) and the Human Rights Act 1998.

A.17	Regulations made under section 90 of the 1998 Act set out the conditions needing to be satisfied for an objection to be referred to the Adjudicator. The objection must come from an admission authority or school that was or should have been consulted or, in the case of pre-existing partial selection and/or admission numbers determined lower than indicated by net capacity, from ten or more parents, either individually or jointly. For the definition of pre-existing partial selection, see A.63.  To be eligible to object, the parents must be resident in the relevant area and their children must be receiving primary education.  

A.18	The Regulations also require that the Adjudicator’s or (as the case may be) the Secretary of State’s decisions, and the reasons for them, are published as soon as practicable. They must be notified to the parties and to all the other bodies that the admission authority was required to consult. To prevent unnecessary repeat objections, the Regulations also say that the Adjudicator must not consider an objection to a particular school’s admission arrangements which raises the same or substantially the same issue as a previous objection relating to the school, which an Adjudicator has determined within the same or the preceding admissions round.





A.20	All admission authorities have a duty to publish details of their own arrangements. Regulations made under section 92 of the 1998 Act, as substituted by the Education Act 2002, require every LEA to publish information annually about admission arrangements for the following year for all the maintained schools in its area; it is good practice for information about Academies to be included with such information.

A.21	Regulations​[10]​ require LEAs to publish for each school year a “composite prospectus” giving admissions information for schools in the LEA’s area, including details of any co-ordinated admission arrangements scheme which has been adopted or made.

A.22	An LEA may publish a single composite prospectus covering all schools, or may produce separate prospectuses each covering part of the total area; they may also publish separate prospectuses for primary and for secondary schools. The information which must be published is the name and address of the school and contact details; the school’s classification; a summary of the admissions policy (it is not sufficient to refer parents to the school for details of its admissions policy); a statement of any religious affiliation; and (for secondary schools) numbers of places and applications for those places in the previous year. The LEA must also publish its arrangements for enabling parents living in the area to express preferences, with reasons; its admissions timetables; the details of any co-ordinated admission arrangements relevant to the applications of parents living in its area; and its admission appeals arrangements for schools for which it is the admission authority.  LEAs may publish other information about local admissions which they consider will be of interest to local parents.








A.24	The 1998 Act, as amended by the Education Act 2002, requires each LEA to establish an Admission Forum. Regulations​[11]​ set out the membership, powers and duties of the Forums.

Taking account of parental preference

A.25	LEAs have a general statutory duty, in relation to admissions as well as other matters, to have regard to the principle that pupils are to be educated in accordance with the wishes of their parents so far as that would be compatible with the provision of efficient education and training and the avoidance of unreasonable public expenditure. They have a specific duty, under section 86(1) of the 1998 Act, to make arrangements for enabling the parents of children in their area to express a preference or preferences as to the school where they would wish their child to be educated and to give reasons for that preference/those preferences.  Where a parent expresses a statutory preference, section 86(2), as amended by paragraph 3 of Schedule 4 to the Education Act 2002, puts a specific duty on LEAs and governing bodies to comply with that preference, subject to the reliefs set out in section 86(3) as amended - see paragraph A.29.

A.26	The 1997 Rotherham judgment clarified that, when allocating school places, LEAs must carry out their duty to meet expressed parental preferences before operating any other local allocation policy. LEAs still have a duty to ensure that a suitable school place within a reasonable travelling distance is available for children whose parents do not express any preferences, for whatever reason.
 
A.27	Regulations require LEAs to formulate schemes for co-ordinating admission arrangements for all maintained schools within their area for admissions from September 2005; for secondary admissions they are encouraged to do so for September 2004 intakes as well. In the case of secondary school admissions, LEAs must enable parents to express at least three preferences for schools which can be within or outside the home LEA. In principle, each of these preferences is a preference with which the LEA and other admission authorities must comply. In practice, no child needs more than one place. Co-ordinated admissions schemes should provide the basis for deciding which one place should be offered, after the admissions and over-subscription criteria of preferred schools have been applied.

A.28	An LEA formulating a co-ordinated scheme for schools in its area needs to decide what weight to give to parents’ order of ranking, and at what point in the 
allocation process. An LEA may consider that all preferences should be considered 
equally against admissions and over-subscription criteria, and the rank order used
later, to decide between a number of possible offers under a co-ordinated scheme 
(as in the model co-ordinated scheme in Annex C). Or the LEA may suggest adopting parents’ order of ranking as the key criterion for allocation, such that all first preferences are considered against the schools’ oversubscription criteria before any second or lower preferences. Or the LEA may suggest adopting an admissions policy that applies some other criterion, compatible with parents’ preferences, the reasons for those preferences and the guidance and objectives set out in this Code.  Regulations require parents to be enabled to express their secondary preferences in rank order, whether or not the LEA’s agreed scheme itself uses rank order in allocation, because the large majority of LEAs make some use of rank order in their system – so even if a parent’s home LEA does not, another LEA in whose area they might wish to apply for a school place probably does.

A.29	Where co-ordinated admission arrangements are in place, the duty under section 86(2) to comply with parental preference does not apply where:

to admit the child would ‘prejudice the provision of efficient education or the efficient use of resources’; 

the school is wholly selective by high ability or by aptitude, and the admission of the pupil would not be compatible with such selection under the admission arrangements;

the child has been permanently excluded from two or more schools and at least one of the exclusions took place after 1 September 1997. The requirement to comply with parental preference is disapplied for a period of two years following the second exclusion. However, this does not apply if one of those exclusions took place before the child reached compulsory school age; or where the pupil was reinstated following exclusion or if following an exclusion, on review by the governing body or on appeal, it was decided that it would have been appropriate to reinstate the pupil although it was not considered practical in the circumstances to do so.  A permanent exclusion is regarded as taking effect from the first school day the head teacher has told the pupil not to attend school;

where another place has been offered, as identified under co-ordinated admission arrangements; or

where to admit would be incompatible with the duty to meet infant class size limits, because the admission would require measures to be taken to comply with those limits which would cause prejudice to efficient education or efficient use of resources. 

Note: section 86(3)(b) of the 1998 Act - which also disapplied the duty where the preferred school is a voluntary aided or foundation school having a religious character and admission would be incompatible with any special arrangements under section 91 of that Act for preserving that character – has been repealed (together with section 91) by the 2002 Act. Those provisions continue to apply in relation to admissions during the 2003-4 school year but not thereafter.

A.30	LEAs and the governing bodies of maintained schools may not refuse to admit children to any relevant age group - a year group in which pupils are normally admitted to the school - on the grounds that admission would prejudice the provision of efficient education or the efficient use of resources, unless the number of preferences or applications for places in that relevant age group exceeds the school's published admission number.  

A.31	The restriction in paragraph A.30 does not apply to preferences or application for admission in years when pupils are not normally admitted to a school, but such applications must nonetheless be accepted unless any of the circumstances outlined in A.29 apply. As in other cases of refusal, where parents are unsuccessful in applying for a school place for their child for these years, they must be given reasons and informed of their right to an independent appeal against this decision. 

A.32	A partially selective school, or a school which bands, must admit up to its published admission number. Only schools which are wholly selective by high academic ability or aptitude can keep places empty if they do not have sufficient applicants of the required standard. All schools that select all their pupils by high academic ability or aptitude are regarded as wholly selective, even if they also use other criteria to decide between applicants when oversubscribed. 

Co-ordination of admission arrangements





A.34	Annex C sets out a model co-ordinated scheme, and variants which would also be lawful.  Once LEAs have formulated a scheme for their areas, they must pass the scheme for review to the Admission Forum, who may suggest amendments. The LEA must then consult all other admission authorities in the area whom it proposes should adopt the scheme. Academies are required to participate in co-ordinated admission arrangements by their funding agreements. It is good practice, therefore, for LEAs to seek Academies’ views on the proposed scheme, and their agreement to it.    All admission authorities to whom the scheme is intended to apply should agree it, but there may be different arrangements within the common scheme for particular schools which have exceptional circumstances that apply only to them. 





A.36	The requirements to agree schemes are as above, except that for primary schemes, the initial year’s scheme is to be formulated by 1 July 2004 and the next year’s by 1 January 2005; and consultation is required only with primary admission authorities.

Notification of scheme agreement

A.37	After agreement on a scheme has been reached, a copy should be sent to the Secretary of State. (Confirmation that an existing scheme has been re-instated will be sufficient, if there have been no changes.)    

Statutory requirements of a secondary scheme

A.38	Co-ordinated secondary admission schemes applying to intakes from September 2005 (and September 2004, where LEAs have decided to formulate a scheme for that year) should:

enable parents of children living in an LEA’s area to apply for any maintained school (it is also good practice to include Academies), in their LEA’s area or beyond, by means of a common application form sent to their home LEA.  They should be asked to express a minimum of 3 preferences, and be able to give reasons for these preferences;

require parents to rank their preferences, even if local admission arrangements do not require applications to be ranked;

require the LEA to forward applications, with any supporting information, e.g. medical evidence, religious references or supplementary forms, but not necessarily with the parents’ ranking, to other admission authorities within their area, and to other LEAs if an application is for a school in another area;

ensure that schools which receive direct applications in error inform their maintaining LEA, whether or not the parent lives in that area, so that the home LEA can ensure that they have received a secondary application form with at least 3 preferences and a ranking from the parent(s);

ensure that governing bodies who are the admission authority for their school relay information lists, showing the order in which they rank applications for places, to their maintaining LEA by a date specified in the scheme;

provide a means for determinig what single offer of a school place should be made, where more than one preferred school can potentially be offered.  Where none of the parent’s expressed preferences can be met, the Regulations require home LEAs to ensure, as far as reasonably practicable, that an offer can nonetheless be made;

provide for the LEA to notify the admission authority or (for schools in other areas) the child’s home LEA of this single offer;

ensure that all offers of a school place in the child’s home LEA are transmitted to the parent by that home LEA (not the school);

ensure, as far as reasonably practicable, that all offers of secondary school places are made on 1March for September admission(s).


A scheme should also set out:

procedures for dealing with applications received after the closing date, but before the date for offer of places; after the offer of places, but before the start of the school year; during the school year; and outside the normal year of entry;

how the decision on the single offer of a place will be made, where applicants could potentially receive multiple offers because they have high enough priority under the admission arrangements of more than one preferred school, or where none of the parent’s preferences can be met;

how applications for schools outside the area are to be dealt with.

A.39	Regulations place additional duties on LEAs to ensure that they share and transmit between them the information necessary to produce the required outcome of a single offer, where a parent’s expressed preferences include schools outside their home LEA’s area. However, until full inter-LEA co-ordination is in place, it is possible that some parents who have applied for schools within their own LEA and elsewhere may receive an offer from each LEA In these cases, the home LEA must: notify and forward application details to the LEA which maintains the school​[14]​ in question; determine whether any school in its area should be the single offer, taking account of whether another offer for an out of area school could potentially be made; notify the other LEA concerned if a school in that authority’s area is to be the single offer; and communicate the single offer to the parent(s) on 1 March, as it would an offer of a place at one of its own schools, though making clear that it does so on another admission authority’s behalf.  Where a LEA which maintains a school receives from the home LEA an application for a school in its area, it must: forward the application details to the admission authority, if it is not itself the admission authority; if it is the admission authority, assess the application against the over-subscription criteria and rank it in its list for that school; pass back to the home LEA any potential offer(s) or, as the case may be, refusals from schools in its area; and, if the potential offer from its area becomes the single offer to be made, request the home LEA to make the offer on behalf of itself or (as the case may be) the relevant admission authority. 





Statutory requirements of a primary scheme

A.41	These are as for secondary except for the following modifications to points in A.38:

common application form need only cover schools maintained by home LEA and there is no set minimum number of preferences;

not obligatory for preferences to be ranked;

applicable, except that if the common application form does not cover preferred schools in other LEAs’ areas – leaving parents to apply to those LEAs direct – there will be no need to forward information to them;

(iv)-(viii) applicable, except to the extent that they refer to applications for schools in other LEA areas.





(xi)	applicable as regards deciding on a single offer from among the potential offers from admission authorities within each LEA;









A.43	Regulations​[15]​ provide that, subject to certain limited exceptions (described below), infant classes of 5, 6 and 7 year olds may not contain more than 30 pupils with a single qualified teacher.  Admissions to an infant class may not be refused on "prejudice" grounds (for class size-related reasons) unless the number of applications for places at the school exceeds the published admission number, and measures to keep to the statutory class size limit would result in prejudice to efficient education or to the efficient use of resources. Associated with this, the legislation also sets out different arrangements for the consideration of appeals where the child concerned is in a relevant age group - in that a panel should only uphold an appeal if the decision was not one which a reasonable admission authority would make in the circumstances of the case, or if the child would have been offered a place if the admission arrangements had been properly implemented. 

A.44	The class size legislation makes sensible allowance for the entry of an additional child in certain limited circumstances where not to admit the child would be prejudicial to his or her interests ("excepted pupils"). These circumstances include: 

where a child moves into an area outside the normal admissions round and there is no other school which would provide suitable education within a reasonable distance of his or her home; 

where the child receives a statement of special educational needs naming the school or a pupil with a statement naming that school moves into the area, in each case outside the normal admissions round; 

where a pupil is initially refused admission to a school but is subsequently offered a place there for one of two reasons: the person making the original decision recognises that an error was made in implementing the school’s admission arrangements; or an admission appeal panel upholds an appeal for the reasons given at A.43;

in addition, to preserve the important benefits for children with special educational needs which may be derived from attending mainstream classes, a child normally educated in a special educational needs unit attached to a mainstream school or in a special school will be treated as an excepted pupil for any time when he or she is in an infant class in the mainstream school. 





A.45	A school must have an admission number for each "relevant age group". A relevant age group is defined in law as "an age group in which pupils are or will normally be admitted to the school in question". It may be necessary for some schools to have more than one admission number. Where a secondary school operates a sixth form and admits pupils from other schools at age 16, for instance, an admission number will be required for year 12 as well as for the main year or years in which children join the lower school. Admission numbers must refer in each case to pupils to be admitted to the school for the first time. They should not include pupils transferring from earlier age groups. The one exception is the case of a primary school making nursery provision, where the admission number will be the number of all children to be admitted to the reception year, including children who have attended the nursery. Maintained boarding schools may set separate admission numbers for day pupils and boarding pupils, for each year that they intend to admit pupils (see paragraph 7.8).

A.46	Admission numbers should be set with regard to the capacity assessment for the school. Admission authorities may fix an admission number for a relevant age group that is lower than the capacity assessment, but if they do so they must publish this information for parents who may object to the admission number. They can also set a higher admission number than that indicated by the capacity assessment. In relation to admission numbers applicable to infant classes, the admission number must be compatible with the duty to comply with the infant class size limit. Admission authorities are required to consult before setting or amending a published admission number. Once an admission number has been set, the admission authority must respect that number. Pupils should not be admitted above the published number unless exceptional circumstances apply. 

A.47	Section 98 of the 1998 Act clarifies that children with statements of special educational needs admitted during a normal admission round to a relevant age group have to be taken into account when determining and applying a school’s admission number. Accordingly, statemented pupils already admitted to a school must be counted towards the admission number when considering whether there is still a place available for another, non-statemented pupil. 





A.49	Where more parents have expressed a preference for a particular school in a particular year than it has places in that year, the oversubscription criteria to be applied must be published as part of the admission arrangements under section 92 of the 1998 Act. 

A.50	The oversubscription criteria must be set out clearly and unambiguously, making clear not only what the criteria are but also the way in which they will be applied, including the order in which they will be applied. An admission authority is then under a duty to apply fairly and reasonably the oversubscription criteria it has published. 

A.51	The admission authority has a fairly wide discretion in deciding what these oversubscription criteria should be, provided that:

the criteria are not unlawful;

the admission authority has properly considered the factors which it believes to be most important in ensuring that children receive an efficient and suitable education, and has had regard to the guidance in this Code;









A.53	The law does not require a child to start school until the start of the term following the child's fifth birthday. The date compulsory school age is reached is determined by dates set by the Secretary of State for the Autumn, Spring and Summer terms. These are 31 August, 31 December and 31 March.
 




A.55	Grammar schools are permitted to select their pupils on the basis of high academic ability, and to leave places unfilled if they have insufficient applicants of the required standard. Most assess ability by means of a test, but they may apply any fair and objective means they consider appropriate. Parents should be made aware that meeting the academic requirements for entry to a grammar school is not, in itself, a guarantee of a grammar school place.  

A.56	Methods of allocating places for oversubscribed grammar schools vary – some admission authorities allocate available places in rank order of performance in the entrance test; others set a pass mark and then apply other oversubscription criteria to determine which of the candidates who have passed should be offered a place. Either approach is lawful.  

A.57	Some selective admission authorities operate a review system to consider whether children who have marginally failed to reach the required standard in the entrance test should be deemed as being of grammar school ability. This is not a statutory process, and does not replace a parent’s formal right of appeal. In view of the need to co-ordinate allocation of places, reviews must be completed before places are allocated, so that children who are deemed as being of grammar school ability as a result of the review can be considered for allocation of places at the same time as others.





A.59	The LEA can direct the governing body of a school who are the admission authority for the school to admit a child, but only where the child in question has been refused admission to, or permanently excluded from, every suitable school within a reasonable distance of the child's home (see section 96 of the 1998 Act, as amended by Schedule 4 of the Education Act 2002). The governing body of the school whom the LEA intend to direct may, within 15 days of receiving notice to that effect from the LEA, refer the matter to the Secretary of State for determination. A LEA may not make a direction under that section where the admission of the child concerned would result in class size-related "prejudice".





A.61	Sections 99 to 102 of the 1998 Act, taken together, rule out the introduction of any new selection on the grounds of ability, other than by fair "banding", or for sixth forms. They do allow new priority on the basis of aptitude in limited circumstances, and allow partial selection existing at the beginning of school year 1997/98 to continue if certain specified criteria are met (see A.63). Sections 99 and 100 do not apply to grammar schools. 





A.63	Section 100 of the 1998 Act allows an admission authority admitting a proportion of pupils on the basis of ability or aptitude at the beginning of the 1997/98 school year to continue to operate the same selection arrangements it was operating in that year, provided that it has admitted on this basis continuously since that time and there is:

no increase in the proportion of selective admissions, and 

no change in the basis of selection.

But these conditions do not prevent a school ceasing to admit by ability and introducing 10% aptitude selection for a prescribed subject instead.
 
A.64	Regulations​[16]​ 1998 prescribe how the proportion of pupils is to be calculated for the purposes of existing selection (and for aptitude selection). The proportion is to be calculated from the total number of pupils, as expressed in the published admission arrangements, it is or was intended to admit to the school in the relevant age group in the school year concerned, rather than the number of pupils actually admitted. For example, if a school’s published admission arrangements for the academic year 1997-98 provided for the school to admit 100 pupils but only 90 pupils were admitted after some dropped out, the proportion of pupils selected would be calculated based on the 100 pupils it was intended to admit rather than the 90 admitted. Similarly, the proportion of pupils that can continue to be admitted by aptitude is that published by the school as intended to be admitted, not the proportion that was actually admitted. In the case of existing selection there will be two school years concerned - the current school year and 1997/98 school year. 





A.66	Banding is permitted by section 101 of the Act, which allows admission authorities to adopt arrangements which select children by reference to general ability, so long as the arrangements are designed to secure that in any year children admitted into a normal year of entry are fully representative of the range of ability amongst children applying to the school for that year of entry (as opposed to the range of ability nationally or across the LEA area), and that no level of ability is substantially over- or under-represented. Section 101(2) makes it unlawful to apply a further test of ability once children have been allocated to the appropriate ability band.

A.67	Banding which is not compatible with the conditions set out in section 101(1) may continue provided the banding arrangements were in place at the beginning of the 1997/98 school year and have been in place continuously since then, provided there is no change in the proportion of children selected or the basis of selection, including to the tests used or to the number of bands. A notice of intention to continue operating such banding should be placed in a local newspaper, as per paragraph A.65, as an objection about such banding arrangements may be referred to the Adjudicator by local parents (as well as by another admission authority or school). 

A.68	The publication of statutory proposals will always be required where an admission authority wishes to introduce banding. Other admission authorities, schools and local parents will have a right to object to its introduction under the statutory proposals procedures. Banding arrangements, whether authorised under section 100 (pre-existing arrangements) or introduced under section 101, may only be varied if the revised arrangements meet the requirements of section 101(1). Changing from pre-existing unfair banding to fair banding does not require the publication of statutory proposals. The details of how the banding is operated should always be included in the admission arrangements when they are consulted on and when they are published. 

A.69	Section 101(5) of the 1998 Act allows admission authorities which admit children on the basis of ability for the purposes of banding also to admit up to 10% of children in total on the basis of aptitude for one or more of the prescribed subjects (see paragraph A.72). So, for example, admission authorities will be able to admit the first 10% of children on the basis of aptitude and band the remaining 90%, or band children first and then admit 10% of each band on the basis of the relevant aptitude. 

Priority on the basis of aptitude

A.70	Section 102 of the 1998 Act allows the admission authority for a school with a specialism in one or more prescribed subjects to provide in the admission arrangements for the school to give priority to up to 10% of pupils who can demonstrate an aptitude in the relevant subject. This flexibility is not restricted to schools in the specialist schools programme, but does require that the school has a particular expertise or facility. 

A.71	The 10% limit is an overall limit, regardless of the number of subjects in which the school specialises. This means that if a school specialises in, for example, the visual arts and sport, 5% of places might be allocated to pupils who demonstrate an aptitude in the visual arts and 5% to those who demonstrate an aptitude in sport. The proportion allocated in each subject is up to the admission authority to decide, but the total of places allocated on the grounds of aptitude cannot amount to more than 10%. An admission authority cannot leave places unfilled if there are not enough pupils to fill the proportion of selective aptitude places; priority by aptitude is, in effect, an oversubscription criterion. Those places must be filled by pupils using the school’s non-selective oversubscription criteria.

A.72	The relevant subjects, set out in Regulations​[18]​, are: 

physical education or sport or one or more sports

the performing arts or one or more of those arts 

the visual arts or one or more of those arts 

modern foreign languages or any such language 

design and technology and information technology.

A.73	Admission authorities are not required to publish statutory proposals if they wish to change their admission arrangements to give priority to pupils on the basis of aptitude. Such a change is not a prescribed alteration for the purposes of section 28 of the 1998 Act. By virtue of section 103(1), the requirement to consult annually on admission arrangements applies and the Adjudicator will be able to rule if an objection is referred by another admission authority or school. Parents cannot object to the Adjudicator about priority by aptitude that falls within section 102. 

A.74	The effect of section 102(2) is to make it unlawful for a test for aptitude to test for ability, or any subject other than those prescribed. 

Pupils with statements of special educational needs

A.75	In general, the admission of children with statements of special educational needs is covered by sections 324 to 328 of, and Schedule 27 to, the Education Act 1996. Guidance on the admission of statemented pupils is given in the Special Educational Needs Code of Practice. Consequently the admissions provisions in the 1998 Act do not generally apply to children with statements of special educational needs. 

A.76	If an LEA has provided a statement for a child with special educational needs,that LEA is responsible for arranging that the special educational provision is made for the child.  The LEA may identify a particular school which it  considers to be suitable for the child’s needs, and name the school in the statement. If the parent of a child with a statement of special educational needs wishes to appeal against the school named in the statement, or the fact that no school has been named, the appeal is to the Special Educational Needs Tribunal, not to the admission appeal panel. Where a school is named in the statement of special educational needs, the governing body has a duty to admit the child to the school. 

Monitoring admissions of pupils with special educational needs





A.78	Section 94 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 provides that parents may appeal against decisions "as to the school at which education is to be provided for the child in the exercise of the authority's functions".  Admission authorities are required to inform parents, through the LEA, of their right of appeal, and also to establish panels to which parents can appeal against decisions to refuse admission to preferred schools.  In a small number of cases, where a panel is considering appeals for more than one school, it may be able to consider in one appeal session both a parent's appeal against allocation of a place at one school, and their appeal against refusal of admission to another.

A.79	The Education (Admission Appeals) Regulations 2002 set out the constitution of admission appeal panels. The Code of Practice on School Admission Appeals provides full advice on how panels should be set up and how they should conduct their hearings.

A.80	Admission authorities are required to admit a child whose parents have won an appeal. If the admission authority wants to challenge the decision of the appeal panel, it  may seek judicial review. The Secretary of State has no jurisdiction over the decisions of appeal panels.

Admissions to new schools

A.81	The New School (Admissions) (England) Regulations 1999​[19]​ outline who has the responsibility for setting the admission arrangements for new schools for the first two years in which the school will admit pupils, and the process and timescale for setting those arrangements. The process for consulting on, and determining, the admission arrangements for the third school year will be that  set out at sections 89 and 90 of the 1998 Act and the Regulations made under these sections​[20]​.
A.82	The New School (Admissions) Regulations provide that the LEA sets the admission arrangements of new community and voluntary controlled schools, unless it  delegates authority for this to the school’s temporary governing body, and that the admission arrangements of new foundation or voluntary aided schools are set by the temporary governing body or, where that has not been constituted, the promoters of the school.







GUIDANCE ON PUPILS FROM OVERSEAS





B.2	Admission authorities may receive an application from parents overseas for a school place for a child who is not yet resident in the UK. The admission authority will not necessarily know whether the parents’ application for leave to enter the UK has been or will be successful, or if it has been, on what terms entry has been granted.  These are all considerations that an admission authority may reasonably wish to take into account when considering the parents’ application.

B.3	Some guidance on the circumstances in which leave to enter the UK and to receive education may be granted is given below. However, those circumstances will vary from case to case. Families who are not entitled to remain permanently in the UK may be granted leave to enter for a stay of several months or for a short holiday. It may be reasonable for an application for a school place not to be granted if the stay is so short that it would not be practicable to admit the child to school. Some visas specifically preclude non-British nationals accessing state education for the period of their stay. Each application for a school place should be considered on its merits in terms of the educational welfare of the child, and in the light of the practicability of providing a place having regard to the likely length of stay in the UK and any conditions of the visa. All children of compulsory school age in the UK have a right of access to education. Further guidance about the position of children of asylum seekers and unaccompanied asylum seeker children is given at paragraph B.15

B.4	Admission authorities should be sensitive to the position of children of parents returning from working abroad, including children of UK nationals returning from foreign postings, such as service personnel, Crown servants and diplomats. 

Pupils accompanying their parents

B.5	Children with their own right of abode have the right to enter the UK, live here and attend a maintained school.  Children who accompany parents who have a right of abode in the UK may be treated as dependants and granted  leave to enter on that basis. Upon taking up permanent residence in this country, those parents have the same right as UK nationals to apply for a place for their child at a maintained school. This also applies to teachers coming to the UK, with their children, on a teacher exchange scheme (see paragraph B.11). 

Lone children without a right of abode

B.6	Children of statutory school age without a right of abode who apply for leave to enter the UK on their own will only be granted leave to enter in very limited circumstances and will not be permitted to take up a place at a maintained school. Leave to enter the UK in order to receive an education will only be granted if the child satisfies the requirements specified in paragraph 57 of the Immigration Rules.  For example, if the child is under 16 years old, he or she must produce proof of acceptance for a course of study at an independent and fee-paying or private educational institution.  The Immigration Rules can be viewed on www.ind.homeoffice.gov.uk.

British citizens and lone children with a right of abode









B.9	Holders of passports describing them as British Dependent Territories Citizens or British Overseas Citizens have no automatic right of abode in the UK, nor do other non-EEA nationals. They and their dependent children are in the same position as those described in paragraphs B.5 and B.6.

Approved student exchange schemes





B.11	Where a pupil goes abroad to accompany his or her parent on a teacher exchange scheme, the school should ensure that the pupil is able to take up his or her place on return. The pupil should remain on roll and time away may be treated as an "approved educational activity". 





B.13	The same immigration and school admission rules apply as regards admission to a maintained boarding school. Such schools may charge pupils boarding fees but they cannot charge tuition fees. Maintained boarding schools cannot admit lone children without the right of abode (see paragraph B.6).

Transfers from the independent sector






























MODEL SCHEME FOR IN-LEA CO-ORDINATION OF SECONDARY ADMISSIONS AND MODEL TIMETABLE

C.1	A model secondary co-ordinated admission scheme is offered below. It is consistent with the legal requirements which will apply in all LEA areas for intakes from September 2005, and also in areas where LEAs decide to formulate a scheme for 2004 intakes. The example involves mechanisms already in use and working well in particular LEAs, but is not an exact description of any individual LEA’s system.  The co-ordinated scheme would have to have been agreed between all admission authorities in a LEA’s area to which it is intended to apply.  Failing such agreement it could be imposed – after due process – by the Secretary of State. The model includes Academies, although they are not maintained schools to which sections 89B and 89C of the 1998 Act apply. However, Academies’ funding agreements require them to follow admissions law for maintained schools and LEAs are expected to consult them, as well as other admission authorities, in order to agree the scheme.  LEAs with CTCs in their area should invite and encourage them to join co-ordinated schemes.





C.3	In this example, the home LEA operates the model scheme.  At least 3 preferences are invited. All are treated as equal initially, and sent out as equal to other admission authorities. But if more than one school place can potentially be offered, the single offer is for the school the parent ranked highest.

C.4	The home LEA’s form invites all parents resident in the LEA to name 3 or more preferred schools, in order of preference, by 24 October. It is made clear that parents should name all schools at which they wish their child to be considered for a place, including any foundation or voluntary aided schools, Academies, and/or any outside the home LEA’s area. By 14 November, the home LEA sends other admission authorities/LEAs details of applicants for their schools. The home LEA does not reveal the order of preference except insofar as other admission authorities need the information to apply their own over-subscription criteria, for example, if the order of preference is a key criterion in another LEA area, or a school’s criteria give highest priority to parents who have made that school their first preference over other parents for whom it is a second or lower preference (although this latter refinement is unnecessary in this model, which resolves potential multiple offers in favour of the school ranked highest by the parent).  The school admission authorities then apply their admission criteria, including any selection tests, and send their own LEA a list indicating the order in which all children for whom application to the school has been made have priority by reference to the over-subscription criteria (e.g. those with siblings at the school first, then local children in order of nearness to the school; or the 10% who show most aptitude for the school’s specialism, then those with the specified religious affiliation, then local children in order of nearness to the school). As explained in Chapter 6, although all applications need to be assessed and grouped against the criteria, admission authorities of seriously over-subscribed schools need not give individual rankings to applicants in the lowest priority groups for admission, if there is no likelihood of being able to offer them a place after elimination of multiple offers. The LEA draws up a similar list for any school for which it is the admission authority.  After other admission authorities have sent their ranked lists to the LEA in whose area they are located, each LEA should have a list for each of its maintained schools (and any Academy).

C.5	Each LEA compares the lists from all schools in its area. When a child qualifies for one of the available number of places at more than one school, the LEA provisionally allocates a place at the school indicated by the terms of its co-ordinated scheme. It also adjusts the list for any other school for which a preference was expressed by that parent, moving another child who was previously not eligible to be allocated a potential place up the list to the provisional place which has been vacated.





C.7	In the model scheme in C.3, the home LEA scheme for deciding which school to offer among potential multiple offers from schools in its area treats all preferences initially as equal. Parents’ order of ranking is used only after over-subscription criteria have been applied.

C.8	One possible variant would be for a LEA’s co-ordinated scheme for schools in its area to involve consideration of all first preferences ahead of any second or lower preferences.  In that case each admission authority will need to know each application’s preference ranking. Their provisional offer lists will show all first preferences in order of ‘fit’ with their over-subscription criteria; then all second preferences, in order of ‘fit’; then all third preferences in order of ‘fit’ etc. Compared to the model scheme, this variant is likely to result in a higher number of parents getting children into their first preference schools.  But those parents who do not (because those schools are over-subscribed with first preferences and others fit the over-subscription criteria better) will be less likely to get an offer from their second or third preference schools (because they may already have been provisionally filled with higher preferences) and so have to consider taking a place at a less acceptable school. This variant may therefore lead to less parental satisfaction overall, where there is significant variability in schools’ popularity and/or quality.  Because – compared to the model scheme – it gives more weight to preference order and less to over-subscription criteria, it is also less likely to be agreed by admission authorities who would wish to apply criteria such as partial selection by ability or aptitude or religious or denominational commitment equally to all applicants – it would mean, for example, that a Catholic school giving priority to Catholic pupils would have to put a first preference non-Catholic applicant ahead of a second preference Catholic applicant.  Also, this variant could lead to less parental satisfaction where parents cannot be sure at the time of expressing preferences whether their children will meet the admissions criteria for schools they might wish to put as first preference.  An example would be a selective area, where parents do not know whether their own children will pass the 11-plus.

C.9	In other possible variants, the LEA might not use the parents’ preference order in its own co-ordinated scheme for schools in its area at all, using some other criterion to resolve potential multiple offers. The LEA might, for example, offer a place at whichever of the possible schools is nearest the child’s home. Or, if it uses designated catchment areas, it might offer a place at the catchment area school, if a preference is expressed for that school: similarly, if it has a system of designated feeder primaries, it might offer a place at the secondary school linked to the child’s primary school, if a preference has been expressed.

C.10	It is for each LEA to decide the scheme that best suits its residents and its schools.  LEAs should however ensure that they:

comply with law and Regulations, including all the process requirements (common application form allowing at least 3 preferences, information-sharing with other LEAs, making not more than one offer to all seeking secondary places at its maintained schools or Academies on the same day, i.e. 1 March for secondary school places);






















































INTER-LEA CO-ORDINATION OF SECONDARY ADMISSIONS – INDICATIVE MODEL SCHEME AND TIMETABLE

D.1	Ministers intend to lay regulations providing for full co-ordination of secondary admissions in due course. Full co-ordination will require much more extensive liaison between LEAs, to ensure that potential multiple offers are entirely eliminated and the maximum number of places freed up for offering to parents who would not otherwise be offered a place at one of their preferred schools, or another acceptable school, on  the national offer day of 1 March. Although this is not yet covered in regulations, LEAs might like to consider how they can move towards this objective in the future. It is open to any group of LEAs to agree to co-ordinate admissions across LEA boundaries at any time, if they wish. Inter-LEA co-ordination needs to build on the established in-LEA co-ordination principles – but each LEA needs to agree or update its co-ordinated scheme(s) annually with its admission authorities, which allows for improvement in the light of experience.

D.2	Under the secondary in-LEA co-ordinated schemes described in Annex C, parents express at least 3 preferences in rank order on a common form sent to their home LEA, which will be required to pass those applications to any other LEA if schools in another LEA are named on the application form. Each LEA and school admission authority then considers all applications and ranks them, passing ranked lists to the maintaining LEA. The maintaining LEA then applies the agreed in-LEA scheme to the applications for their schools and, having eliminated potential multiple offers, arrives at at most, one offer. Thus far, in-LEA and inter-LEA coordination work identically. 

D.3	Then they diverge. The maintaining LEA, instead of notifying any other LEA whose residents have applied to its schools of intended actual offers, has to notify other LEAs of potential offers, in time for cross-border multiple offers to be avoided.   Home LEAs must then consider any other LEA’s potential offer against the potential offer that it could make of a school within its area.  The home LEA decides which outcome to offer by applying its own scheme. If using the model scheme in Annex C, the home LEA would choose whichever of the potentially available schools the parent ranked highest on their form. Ideally, there will be time for a further exchange of information with other LEAs, on places which could potentially be offered and the places which elimination of multiple offers has freed up to be re-offered to others, before the lists of offers to be made on offer day are finalised.  

D.4	Below is an illustration of how inter-LEA co-ordination might work (with a possible Model Timetable at D1). This example is of course much more complex than most will be, because it involves 7 preferences and 3 LEAs, all of which could in principle make 2 offers.

Arrangements for deciding amongst potential offers when other LEAs are involved

Assume a parent sets out 7 schools in the following order on the form of the home LEA:

School X (in other LEA1)
School Y (in home LEA)
School U (in other LEA2)
School W (in home LEA)
School Z (in other LEA2)
School T (in other LEA1) 
School V (in home LEA)

Home LEA considers Y, W, V, for all of which it is the admission authority.  Matching the application against the over-subscription criteria produces the result that it could offer either Y or V, but Y was ranked higher, so becomes the home LEA’s potential offer.

LEA1 considers X, T. The admission authority for School X cannot offer a place, but that for School T can.  So T is LEA1’s potential offer.





 Home LEA can potentially offer Y, LEA1 can potentially offer T, LEA2 can     potentially offer U.

Home LEA lets LEA1 and LEA2 know that a higher potential offer can at this stage be made by the home LEA.  When LEA1 and LEA2 re-run their analysis, the potential offers to this applicant for Schools T and U will be excluded, so that the places are available to others.

THE SINGLE OFFER AT THIS STAGE WOULD BE FOR SCHOOL Y. 






 Home LEA, LEA1 and LEA2 re-run the analysis for their schools based on   information they have received from other LEAs at the end of cycle 1.  This results in some changes.  In particular, places are freed at LEA1’s school X; the applicant is now high enough on the list for a potential offer.

LEA1 tells the home LEA that it can potentially offer School X; and as School X was higher in the parent’s ranking than the home LEA’s School Y, the home LEA confirms to LEA1 that School X will be offered.




























































Closing date for applications
24 October 2004

Home LEA sends applications for schools in other LEAs to those LEAs
14 November 2004

LEAs send applications to foundation and aided schools

Foundation and aided schools send lists of pupils to be offered places to LEAs in which situated



















Closing date for applications
24 October Y1 

Home LEA sends applications for schools in other LEAs to those LEAs
14 November Y1

LEAs send applications to foundation and aided schools

Foundation and aided schools send lists of pupils to be offered places to LEAs in which situated.





















Schools informed by own LEA of the final results
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